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• **AR/T2/A/37** : “African Traditional Thought and Western Science, Part II : The “Closed” and “Open” Predicaments”, 155 – 187p, by Robin Horton.


• **AR/T2/A/39** : The New Economic Anthropology “Economic Anthropology or Political Economy, the Barotse Social Formation, A Case Study”, 1 – 51p, by Ronald Frankenberg, University Keele, August 1966.

• **AR/T2/A/40** : “A note of the Early Spread of Islam in Dagomba”, 1 – 19p, by Ivor Wilks. (2 copies, ref. A/44)


• **AR/T2/A/42** : Revised version of a lecture delivered in November 1967, Conference on Migration and Mobility at the University of Florida, Gainsville, Fla., Center for Latin American Studies and the African Studies Program “Some Aspects of Migrations and Mobility in Ghana”, 1 – 51p, by Meyer Fortes.


• **AR/T2/A/44** : “A note of the Early Spread of Islam in Dagomba”, 1 – 19p, by Ivor Wilks. (2 copies, ref. A/40)
